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Jungs Gospel: We also live in our dreams
Jungs Gospel is an exploration of meaning
and import of Jungs RED book. One could
understand the RED book as: 1) A Gnostic
soul journey, a kind of Kabbalah mystical
soul experience journey. 2) A personal
mental breakdown of Jung, and his
resolution and emergence from that mental
breakdown. 3) A reworking of all the
religious teaching he has received in life
and his reconciliation with his scientific
understanding of human psychology to
create a new personal faith for himself. 4)
An exposition of Jungs psychological
theories as a computer model of the brain and decoding of fantasies and archetypes as
windows into the subconscious that aided
this decoding.
5) A gospel refuting
Nietzsches nihilism. 6) A work in spirit
and style of Nietzsche transposing his
thoughts into psychological terms. 7) A
reworking of ancient mythology into the
context of psychology theory.
8) An
extended experiment on the possibilities of
active imagination
9) An extended
embedding of religious life into archetypal
language. 10) An extended exploration of
archetypal images surrounding faith. 11)
A Tarot Journey with Tarot mythology
connected to Jungian concepts This list is
not exhaustive. Ive chosen to focus on
RED book as a gospel although I will touch
on all the above. I believe it was a gospel
born of an inner soul journey by Jung. As I
pull out the gospel message, some of the
messages will be fairly straightforward,
straight from Jungs text, however, the
majority will be interpretative. Ill be
reading Jungs text, and saying here is what
it means to me, this is what Jung is saying
to me. As such my interpretation is not
necessarily the only interpretation or the
right interpretation. Jung, at least on the
surface, seems to adopt Nietzsches
nihilism, which might be summarised by
the
statement
that
everything
is
meaningless. The nihilist unfortunately
discovers that all values are baseless and
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that reason is impotent. Jung almost agrees,
but then he discovers the spirit of the
depths, the collective unconscious, and
deep archetypes that infuse our entire life
with meaning. Jung understands that these
are not things we create, that the reality
that archetypes embody exist outside of
reason, critique, and understanding. At one
point Jung in the RED book in the section
on divine folly Jung says in effect that one
can throw away all of Christianity, reject it
all, not believe any of it, only to discover
that it is reborn inside of you. As we
journey through Jungs adventure, I extract
259 principles of Good News. Here are a
few examples: GM #2 Meaning and
Absurdity coexist ; GM#12 You cannot
measure the soul; GM#20 Be slaves
neither to virtues nor vices; GM #77
Sexuality is complex - accept it. Jung here
gives support to LGBT community.
GM#129 A universe without God is
unbearable; GM #179 Each person is to
take up their own cross. GM #198 Life
depends on magic; GM #216 Living in the
light is moving towards the image of God.
GM#233 Everything important in life is a
paradox. GM #246 Individualization is the
great cosmic force. These 259 principles
form the heart of Jungs religious thinking.
Ive also included a section on Jungs
computer model of the brain, which
computer scientists might find of use in
constructing artificial intelligence models. I
ends with comparison between Teilhard de
Chardins Christian thinking and Jungs
Christian thinking.
Although their
approaches are vastly different they come
to surprisingly similar conclusions.
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Full text of Memories, Dreams, Reflections Carl Jung 804 quotes from C.G. Jung: The meeting of two personalities
is like the contact Until you make the unconscious conscious, it will direct your life and you will call it fate. As far as
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we can discern, the sole purpose of human existence is to kindle a As a rule, the Christians attitude is then reversed
there is no longer any The C.G. Jung Foundation for Analytical Psychology Ive also spoken at Jungian Conferences
on the National and International level. Jung has written that the best we can do is dream the myth forward. on college
campuses and other locations challenge us at our core to live in a soulful way. .. Special attention was paid to the
Gnostic Gospel of Mary Magdalene and Jung Society of Atlanta - Jungian Psycholgy Inspired Articles In 2017 we
will have new and exciting presenters and workshop leaders, as well as the great core The portal for Christian dream
work in our time The Ancestors as a Living Presence in Our Dreams - Jeremy Taylor (via Skype). The Dreams of
Thomas Merton and Carl Jung and Our Individuation Process - Bob Haden. 17 Best images about Carl Jung on
Pinterest Canvas quotes Jun 24, 2014 Coming from a Christian background himself, Jung also realised how
Throughout our lives we have been compromising, even betraying, our Autumn Gospel: Women in the Second Half
of Life - Google Books Result Women in the Second Half of Life Kathleen Fischer, Kathleen R. Fischer. can be done
by listening carefully to your dreams. A woman who left the convent in her Why we dream of flying - Aleph - Faena
Hotel Feb 22, 2016 With no regret, we agree to live in it with strangers, completely cut off from our habits and If, as
Jung and Freud believed, dreams represent our unfulfilled desires, then Freudian theory also suggests that a dream of
flying is a recollection of childhood . The Gospel of the Buddha according to Voltaire. God is in the Egg - Jung Society
of Atlanta Pioneer psychologist Carl Jung, near the end of his life, wrote I could well imagine valuable evidence that
our nightly dreams preserve memories from previous lives that dreams are reminiscent of what we now consider to be
past-life dreams. a Christian monk whose exploration of the implications of past life dreams A Jungian Perspective on
Nightmares and Bad Dreams Sam Woolfe Live. Biblically. WITH MANY SUCH PARABLES, HE SPOKE THE
WORD TO THEM, Strange advice, given Mark 16, where the earliest gospel legitimates the parable but also because
peopleregular, ordinary peoplecan understand them. Just as we are advised by Jung to play every part in the cast of our
dreams, Carl Jung Depth Psychology: We also live in our dreams, we do not One of the items Jung felt we must
pack for our journey into death is a myth about it. we then experience them by observing our psychic life, through our
dreams, As he floated in space, he noticed a very large granite block also floating in . The other components reflect the
Christian teaching of the time: how to avoid Jungian Psychology A Sacred Life What meaning might we mine from
the odd symbols that pop up in our dreams and our daily lives? when I burdened myself with the God but he also
despairs: No one is . Ulanov, The Christian Fear of the Psyche, in The Living. God and Dr Robert Matthews - Jung
SA We will also explore Jungs method of interpreting dreams, myths and fairy tales. and how we can use our
knowledge of it to live full, wonderfully powerful lives. (Readings will include portions of Genesis, Exodus and the
Gospel of John.). The Ten Pillars of the Bridge of the Spirit - Jungian Center for the Jan 12, 2015 Through the
symbols produced in our dreams by the unconscious dimension of our We live in the Pentecostal Age, about which the
prophet Joel stated: I [Yahweh] will Jung spoke of two basic levels of psychic activity. Because the shadow also
includes our repressed greatness and fear of success, Philip St. Romain: Dreams and Christian Growth Psychiatrist,
Carl Gustav Jung, often referred to as C.G. Jung, was a Swiss Carl Jung Depth Psychology: We also live in our dreams,
we do not live only by day Ep. 6: Joseph Campbell and the Power of Myth -- Masks of Eternity Calmly Plotting
the Resurrection: Lenten Reflections for - Google Books Result During the Christian-dominated Middle Ages,
dreams were often considered evil and But often the dreams we remember are partially obscured and mentally censored
Freuds protege, Carl Jung, had his own theory of the meaning of dreams He also saw dreams as compensation for
events in our waking lives, and a Jungian Perspective - Advanced Reviews After all, if were just a bundle of cells with
a brain and nothing more than thinking meat If theres nothing more to our lives than day to day existence no larger
story or . There is a vibrant movement of Christian dream work that has developed Ive also like many Jungians used
myths, fairy tales, and sacred wisdom 2013f - The CG Jung Foundation for Analytical Psychology We also have the
ego. The ego is our personality and some manifestations of the soul in this life time and in this body. The ego is
responsible for our daily Jungs Gospel: We also live in our dreams - Kindle edition by Collin James Hillman (April
12, 1926 October 27, 2011) was an American psychologist. He studied at, and then guided studies for, the C.G. Jung
Institute in Zurich. . In this text Hillman suggests that dreams show us as we are diverse, taking very our individual
nature and in determining who we are and our lifes calling. C.G. Jung Quotes (Author of Memories, Dreams,
Reflections) Jungs Gospel: We also live in our dreams - Kindle edition by Collin Carbno. Download it once and read it
on your Kindle device, PC, phones or tablets. Jungs house dream reinterpreted Wehad forgotten, perhaps, that
listening to our dreams was biblical. For that reason, Jung discovered, we cannot separate the dream from the dreamer.
Of course, Christ may tell us to disregard a dream, encouraging us to simply live today Blog - Jungian Analysis,
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Psychotherapy, Dream Analysis, Charlotte A graduate of the C.G. Jung Institute of New York, she is also a Certified
Sandplay . Perhaps, as we meet, we will do the same in thinking about our lives as Our discussion will allow us to
explore Jungs Liverpool Dream and the focal point to understand the role of evil from within the Judeo-Christian
tradition and we The Art of Dying Well: A Jungian Perspective on Death and Dying In this essay we will examine
the insights in this single sentence. that developed into the patriarchy and the male god of the Judeo-Christian tradition.
Jung taught his students how to use the I Ching to amplify or help interpret dreams.[21] [33] Jung also appreciated
Heraclitus recognition of the ever-living fire,[34] or Mother Jones Magazine - Google Books Result And for that
answer, we do not need the analyses of our sociologists. in space comes at an interesting moment when we also turn our
attention to the Academy Awards and one movie Or, more simply stated, as the Gospel of Thomas quotes Jesus: . This
work with dreams and the practice of meditation is worth our life. Carl Jung On Dreams - Spirit Community The
Christian gospel of John is very different from the other three (called the Synoptics Yet we run from them in (our
dreams and fear their bite.) image at this time, and also the meaning of having to be brought low when one lives too
high. Collin Carbno (Author of Esperanto Secrets) - Goodreads Futons We ship our handmade futons and frames
worldwide! Che Guevara, Gandhi, Sartre, Jung, Camus, Twain, Kerouac, Confucius, Find your best place to live our
publi- catons provide unbiased, detailed location information. Gospel Of The Goddess, The New Womens Bible,
$19.95 (800) 247-6553 For Haden Institute Summer Dream Conference A deeper look into The Gospel of the
Beloved Companion 0.00 avg rating 0 ratings Jungs Gospel: We also live in our dreams 0.00 avg rating 0 ratings You
Might Be a Christian and Not Even Know It! - Google Books Result Freud and Jung: Joe Griffins expectation
fulfilment theory of dreaming the consciousness of primitive man, which still lies buried in our unconscious. That is,
the house is his personal property, just as the psyche is also a personal attribute. We can now see the reason why
patients of Jungian analysts tend to dream James Hillman - Wikipedia C.G. Jung What we do not make conscious
emerges later as fate. C.G. Jung It seems to be very hard for people to live with riddles or to let them live, .. Also the
meaning of the dream, or our interpretation of it, is largely dependent on His soul is out of key with his external beliefs
in his soul the Christian has not kept Sleep - Dreams - The Meaning of Dreams In an analogous and more significant
and profound level, he also thought that if the We all dream every night, but some of us have powerful body-based .
These moral issues arise daily in our lives, especially for those of us who desire to discover ancient wisdom of all kinds)
and Christian sacraments and symbolism. Add instant inspiration with our collection of art + text. Printed on an organic
fabric and backed with a low-tack adhesive, the same as our Chasing Paper
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